### ADVANCED OUTCOMES IN THE MAJOR AREA
### DISCIPLINE: SPANISH FOR THE PROFESSIONS

#### Discipline Outcomes

1. Enlist understanding of disciplinary frameworks to respond to issues of client concern and provide solutions to specific challenges that arise out of cultural and linguistic contexts (ANALYSIS, PROBLEM SOLVING, SOCIAL INTERACTION)

2. Research, investigate, compare, explain, and present a comprehensive understanding in Spanish on a range of topics (ANALYSIS, COMMUNICATION)

3. Recognize and describe cultural forces as a way to define their professional behaviors and practice in specific cultural settings, both distinct and hybrid. (DGP, VALUING)

4. Assess own behaviors and perceptions to create a professional demeanor and adapt to specific linguistic and cultural challenges that require engagement in subtle and complex communications (AESTHETIC ENGAGEMENT, EFFECTIVE CITIZENSHIP)

5. Demonstrate understanding and respect for the subtleties of cultural expressions in Spanish by creating linguistic environments that apply their linguistic and cultural knowledge in a unique way (DGP, AESTHETIC ENGAGEMENT)

6. Demonstrate leadership by enlisting disciplinary frameworks and articulating professional goals in effective interpersonal and group interactions within linguistic and cultural Spanish contexts (VALUING, EFFECTIVE CITIZENSHIP)